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Abstract 

The maximum flow problem is an important research field in graph theory, and it has a 
wide range of applications in urban traffic flow, network planning and other fields. There 
are many approaches to solve the maximum flow problem, but there are still some 
shortcomings. To solve the problem of high computational complexity of the maximum 
flow algorithm, a parallel maximum flow algorithm is proposed which divides the 
original graph into overlay graph and subgraphs. The experiments in TIGER/Line show 
that the maximum flow result calculated by the algorithm in this paper is consistent with 
that of the Edmonds-Karp algorithm, the proposed algorithm significantly reduces the 
calculation time and the time complexity. 
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1. Introduction 

At present, many practical problems have been translated into the maximum flow problems to be 

solved. For example, the maximum flow algorithm was used to settle the maximum traffic capacity 
of urban traffic network[1]; In the aspect of large-scale resource scheduling, the resource scheduling 

problem was transformed into the construction and solution of minimum cost maximum flow 
graph[2], the maximum flow has also been widely used in the fields of network planning and image 

segmentation[3][4]. Many experts and scholars have discussed the maximum flow problem in many 
aspects. 

The algorithm proposed in [5] used the original dual method, in which each iteration used current 

calculation to found the enhanced s-t flow in the current residual graph and update the dual solution. 
[6] used distributed algorithm to solve the maximum flow problem, different calculation models were 

adopted for each step of the algorithm, the built-in interface pregel in the Spark framework was used 
to improve the parallelism of the algorithm, but the communication cost of the algorithm was 

relatively large. [7] proposed an adaptive approach where the algorithm alternate GPU/CPU 
processing according to the number of active nodes and implementations of the global relabeling and 

gap relabeling heuristics on multi-core approach. In [8], Simple-Path Locality based Max-flow 
acceleration algorithm (SPLMax) was proposed, this algorithm only compute necessary vertices those 

between the source vertex and the sink vertex, which reduces lots of useless calculation. [9]proposed 
a method to deal with a node that has strongly or weakly connectivity with other nodes respectively, 

which first calculates the part of the tree with weakly connectivity, and then constructed a cut-
equivalent tree by Gomory-Hu algorithm to complete the maximum flow calculation. 

To solve the above problems, we propose a parallel maximum flow algorithm which divides the 

original graph into an overlay graph and several subgraphs with different sizes, after the source and 
sink vertex are given, the unique path in the overlay graph and the corresponding subgraphs on the 
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path are determined, and the maximum flow of those subgraphs are calculated in parallel, finally, the 
minimum value of the maximum flow of subgraphs is taken as the maximum flow in the original 

graph. The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm which divides the original graph 
into overlay graph and subgraphs and parallel computing subgraphs, which can compute the 

maximum flow correctly, decrease the calculation time obviously, and effectively reduces the time 
complexity. 

2. Model 

Given a graph  ( )= ,G V E , the maximum flow problem is to find a feasible flow  ( ),f s t


 in the graph 

to maximize the flow from the source vertex to sink vertex, the flow ( ),f s t


 is called the maximum 

flow, and this problem is called the maximum flow problem. A feasible flow is one that meets the 
following conditions: 
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In the formula, ( )- t  represents the set of vertices flows into t , ( ),f v t  represents the flow from 

v  to t , 
ef  represents the flow of each edge e  in the graph, the non-negative number 

ec  on each 

edge is the capacity of the edge, ( )- v  represents the set of vertices flows into v , and ( )+ v  

represents the set of vertices flows out of v . 

According to equation (1), the total flows out of the source vertex is equal to the total flows into the 

sink vertex; the flow on each edge is non-negative and does not exceed the capacity; except for the 
source vertex and sink vertex, the total flows into the intermediate vertex is equal to the total flows 

out of the intermediate vertex.  

3. Algorithm 

In the classical maximum flow Edmonds-Karp algorithm, the augmentation road was searched from 
the start vertex, and every augmenting path adopts the BFS strategy until it was not found. The current 

flow was the maximum flow when the augmentation path cannot be found. 

Different from the Edmonds-Karp algorithm, the algorithm in this paper uses DFS to traverse from 
the root node of the original graph, it traverses each neighbor node of the current vertex and records 
the depth  value,  low  value is update to be traced back to the vertex with the lowest value through 

non-parent vertex, and then backtrack after reach the root node. If  low  of the neighbor vertex is 

greater than or equal to depth  of the current vertex, thus the current vertex is the cut vertex, then 

map the cut vertex to the overlay graph, and put the vertex that isn’t the cut vertex into the 

corresponding subgraph, after find all the cut vertices, the connections between vertices are 
established in the overlay graph according to the link between the cut vertices in the original graph. 

After given the source vertex and sink vertex in the original graph, the vertices in the subgraph and 
overlay graph where the source vertex and sink vertex are located are found respectively, then find 

the shortest path of between the source vertex and the sink vertex in the overlay graph, calculate the 
maximum flow of subgraphs on the path in parallel, finally, the minimum value of the maximum flow 

of each subgraph is taken as the maximum flow value of the original graph. 

4. Experiment 

In order to verify the correctness and performance of the proposed algorithm, the time consumption 

of the Edmonds-Karp algorithm and the algorithm that divides the original graph into overlay graph 
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and subgraphs for parallel calculation maximum flow are compared in terms of dataset size. The 
experimental platform is configured as i5-4200@1.6GHz CPUs and 8GB memory, the operating 

system is 64-bit Windows10. The experimental dataset is taken from 5 real-world graphs in 
TIGER/Line[10]. 

According to the above experimental environment and data sets, 50 pairs of source vertices and sink 

vertices are randomly selected on each data sets for the maximum flow calculation, the calculation 
results and the average processing time of the Edmonds-Karp algorithm and the algorithm that divides 

the original graph into overlay graph and subgraphs to calculate maximum flow in parallel are 
compared. The experimental results show that the maximum flow results calculated by the two 

algorithms are consistent with 50 pairs of source vertices and sink vertices on the 5 data sets. The 
proposed algorithm in this paper is always superior to Edmonds-Karp algorithm in terms of time cost. 

Figure 1 is the experimental result of the parallel maximum flow algorithm that divides the original 
graph into overlay graph and subgraphs and the Edmonds-Karp algorithm that performs maximum 

flow calculation on 50 pairs of source vertices and sink vertices on 5 data sets, which verifies that the 
algorithm proposed in this paper has an order of magnitude reduction in time consumption compared 

with Edmonds-Karp algorithm. 

 

Fig.1 Scale-based time comparison 

We can see from Fig.1, the time consumption of the algorithm that divides the original graph into 

overlay graph and subgraphs in the same data sets to calculate the maximum flow in parallel has 
significantly less time overhead that of the Edmonds-Karp algorithm. This is because the proposed 

algorithm generates the overlay graph and subgraphs on each dataset only once, and only the 
necessary subgraphs need to be calculated, thus the maximum flow calculation on each data set can 

significantly shorten the maximum flow calculation time. Therefore, the algorithm that divides the 
original graph into an overlay graph and multiple subgraphs to calculate the maximum flow in parallel 

can correctly calculate the maximum flow and effectively improve the computation speed of 
maximum flow. 
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